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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we show how a graphical interactive planner is
used to support the design of specifications, for an office procedure
system. In a first phase, a plan is designed reiying on a knowledge
base which describes the given organization. This plan is
represented as a modified Petri net and can be tested and revised
using simulation. In the second phase, the plan is transformed
automatically into a formal specification of an office procedure, in
our case a CoPlan-S procedure for the DO!vfINO system.
In the first part of the paper we briefly describe the planning
system VIPS and the office procedure system DOMINO. Then we
explain the transformation process and illustrate the genera tion of
a procedure specification with the help of an example.

1. Introduction
The description of activities in an office environment is an active field of
research. In recent years, several models for the support of cooperative work
have been proposed, for example the Amigo Activity Model [PaDa89] or SDL
[BoCh88]. Our group at GMD is concerned with conversational systems, a
model which views cooperative work as a formalized exchange of messages
[KrW088]. The office procedure system DOMINO [KrW086] and the date
planning system TVS [PrW088] belong to this class. These systems manage
the execution of communication oriented procedures in an office
en vironmen t.
We stipulate that the design of such procedures in generat and the
generation of descriptions in particular (for example in CoPlan-S, the
specification language for office procedures in DOMINO), pose some
problems and are worthy of computer support. Naturally, before such a
procedure description becomes a fixed regulation in an organization,
discussion among the departments involved is necessary. But we believe a
planning support system to be useful in the initial design phase. The
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specification languages themselves do not facilitate quick human
interpretation. Translation of the textual description into a visual one
would allow a better overview. Additional support in the form of
information about the organization could also simplify the design phase and
protect from inconsistencies with previously designed procedures. We have
therefore decided on a combined graphical knowledge-based approach.
In our support system VIPS/ the design of a DOMINO office procedure is
treated as a process of interactive planning. A plan is a modified Petri nett
representing activities/ actors and objects. An office procedure is designed by
constructing a plan and translating it into a CoPlan-S specification.
The construction of a plan relies on access to a knowledge base which
describes the organization [MaVi87/ MaVi89]. We discern between objectknowledge/ which describes the hierarchical structure of the organization/
the objects that make up the organization (e.g. forms/ purchase objects)/ the
roles of employees/ and procedural knowledge/ which describes permitted
actions in the organization and relationships between them. The planning
process is described in [MaVi88a].
The plan constructed in. VIPS contains more information than is relevant to
a DOMINO procedU1:e/ which is concerned only with documents/ roles and
certain kinds of actions. During the translation phase/ the plan is
transformed into a CoPlan-S specification by filtering out unnecessary
information/ introducing CoPlan-S alternative actions to resolve conflicts
and determining the initiator of the office procedure.
vVe have made the experience that it is simpler and more intuitive to
formulate an office procedure visually with VIPS than to write code in a
specification language. The graphical representation offers a general view of
the structure of the plan at every point in the design process. The knowledge
base supports the designer of a CoPlan-S procedure by providing access to the
rules and regulations of his organization.

2. The planning system VIPS
VIPS is an interactive graphical planning system. It is used for planning
procedures in the office domain. The creation of a plan is interpreted as a
cooperative design process between user and planning system. One of the
main advantages of this approach is that the planning goal does not have to
be specified at the beginning of the planning process but is worked out by the
user and the system/ Le. is made more concrete during the planning process.
This problem solving paradigm - which we call support of planning - is well
suited for open systems like the office domain, in which not all situations
that may occur are predictable [tvfaVi88a].
VIPS uses a knowledge base that contains knowledge about problem
domains in which the planning process can be executed ..1,A1e have
represented knowledge about our own organization, the GMD/ using the
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LUIGI development environment [Kind88]. LUIGI facilitates the acquisitiun
of object structures and rules. Figure 1 shows a part of the object hierarchy of
our knowledge base. The main object classes we use are: purchase objects,
forms, the organizational structure of GMD, actions and roles.
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Figure 1: A part of the knowledge base used in VIPS

Actions contain information about related objects, i.e. objects that are needed
for or produced by the action, preconditions for the applicabili ty of an action
and details about the inner structure of complex actions. Roles specify the
responsibility of persons and organizational units for actions.
We use a graphical language for the representation of plans: modifi(d Petri
nets that model objects, actions and their relations. A plan is a syste1ll in
which concurrency, conflicts and causal dependencies are modeled. Petri
nets can be simulated, i.e. beginning with an initial situation, all possible
goal situations of the underlying system can be calculated. The advantage of
simulating a plan is that the user gains an overview over all possible action
sequences that might occur during the execution of the plan.
The planning process in VIPS can be divided into two steps: the synthesis
phase and the simulation phase. In the synthesis phase, a plan is constructed
cooperatively by the planning module and the user. In the second phase, the
plan is simulated and can be tested by the user.
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Figure 2 shows the architecture of VIPS. Plans are created and displayed in
the Visual Planning Interface. The actual plan, specified as Prolog facts, is
stored in the Plan File which is accessed by the Planning Module. The
Planning Module uses knowledge stored in a LUIGI knowledge base. The
left branch in figure 2 shows the possibility of creating a DOMINO
procedure. DOMINO procedures are expressed in a special language, the
CoPlan-S specification language. The CoPlan-S file serves as input for the
DOMINO office procedure system.
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Figure 2: Archi tecture of VIPS

We now summarize the functionality of VIPS. There are four categories of
functions that can be called by clicking items in pull-down menus or buttons
(see figure 5): editing facilities, functions of the' history component,
functions for simulation and planning functions.
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The Visual Planning Interface provides the functionality of a graphical
editor for creating modified Petri nets, e.g. creating, deleting, moving and
renaming arcs, places and transitions. All created plans are stored and can be
accessed in the history component. The simulation component provides
facilities for simulating a plan.
There are several planning functions. The most important is the function
Refine, which substitutes a more detailed subnet for a single action. There
are two possibilities for the refinement of an action: Substitution of a subnet
that is stored in the knowledge base, or creation of a subnet using a path
expression [ViSo89]. Other planning actions are: Check Precondition, where
a necessary predecessor action for an action is integrated into the plan, and
Search Actors which determines responsible actors for the actions in the
plan. The information is again extracted from the knowledge base, i.e. from
the organizational hierarchy. Information about objects that are contained in
the knowledge base can be shown by the function Help, which provides
menu techniques for specializing and generalizing objects.
Conflict and decision situations may be generated in the course of plan
construction. A conflict situation occurs in a plan when a single place serves
as input for several transitions (see figure 3). This can be interpreted as a
situation in which a resource is prerequisite for several actions but only
available once, such as a form that has to be filled out by several office
workers. The function Resolve Conflict deals with this situation by
attempting to duplicate the place in question and integrate the copies in to
the plan.

aclion3

aclion2

!,m

6:,m

Figure 3: A conflict situation and its resolution

A decision situation is structurally similar, but emerges fronl a different
context in the knowledge base. Here, the two related transitions are explicitly
marked as being alternative, i.e. only one may fire. The VIPS-function
Resolve Decision deals with this situation by creating a distinct branch in the
plan for each alternative transition.
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3. Creating DOMINO office procedures using VIPS
3.1 CoPlan-S specifications for DOMINO office procedures
When a plan has been designed and the user has tested it by simulation the
function create CoPlan-S can be invoked. This function calls a special
module of VIPS, the CoPlan-S generator. This component is implemented
in Prolog and realizes a set of transformation rules that transform a Petri net
created by the planning module into a CoPlan-S specification.
DOMINO is an office procedure system in which a procedure is viewed as a
series of coordinated information-exchange actions between several persons,
with the goal of fulfilling a certain task. Examples of such procedures are the
application for a business trip or the processing of a purchase order.
Every action in a procedure can be described via its input/ output behaviour,
Le. by the documents it requires (input channels) and the documents it
produces (output channels). An action ,can have input and output
alternatives which consist of input and output channels. This means that an
action does not have to process all of its input documents and may produce
only a subset of its output documents.

CoPlan-S (Coordination Procedure Language) is intended for the
specification of office procedures in the DOMINO system. Let us now
informally discuss the example of a generated specification in figure 6 to
briefly explain the language components of CoPlan-S (for a complete
definition see [WoKr87]).
Example <compare figure 6):
The CoPlan-S specification defines an office procedure with the name
business_trip. The procedure requires the documents trip2 and tripl and
produces two alternative results: a document decisionl, if the business trip is
not approved, otherwise two documents de c is i an 2 and
business_trip_form1. Numbers following the names for documents denote
copies of the same document and are generated automatically by VIPS. The
actions are or _APP ROVE_ YES __ APPROVE_NO and plan_trip_details
with the actors sup (superior) and td (travel department). For every action it
is specified, as for the complete procedure, what documents are required and
produced. The keyword FORM specifies a form that occurs in the procedure,
the keyword TEXT a document which is not a form. For every form, its list
of attributes is specified, e.g. business_trip_forml has attributes kind-afmessage, form-number, for, destination and dates. For the text documents a
default text is specified. The last part of the CoPlan-S procedure are the roles.
Roles are the actors of actions that occur in the procedure, in our case td and

sup.
The DOMINO system checks whether a CoPlan-S procedure is (semantically)
correct. The procedure can be viewed as a Petri net. A CoPlan-S specification
is correct if the corresponding net has the following structural properties:
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.. The net must be connected and without cycles.
• Every action has at least one input and one output channel.
• Every channel must occur as an input channel of the procedure
or as an output channel of an action.
• Every channel must occur as an output channel of the procedure
or as an input channel of an action.
Beside these properties there are some demands to the dynamic behaviour
of a procedure, e.g. the absence of deadlocks and actions that can never be
executed (for further details see [WoKr87]).

3.2 The CoPlan-S generator of VIPS
The CoPlan-S generator transforms a VIPS plan into a CoPlan-S
specificatio:n:~- The plan that has been generated contains more information
than is relevant for an office procedure. This information has to be filtered
out. On the other hand, information is provided that has to be integrated
into the procedure in the right form. We now explain briefly the
transformation rules that are implemented in Prolog.
The following steps are executed in creating a CoPlan-S specification:
• generation of the PROCEDURE entry
• processing of forks
• generation of the procedure
Generation of the PROCEDURE entry
The PROCEDURE entry is the first one in a CoPlan-S specification (compare
figure 6). It denotes the name of the procedure and the documents which are
required for or produced by the execution of the procedure. The
PROCEDURE entry combines the start and end actions of the office
procedure which produce and need these documents, respectively. These
actions are carried out by the initiator.
In VIPS a plan is always generated for a special application domain, e.g. the
purchase or the business trip domain. For every domain there are initiator
actions in the plan that can be interpreted as the start and the end of the
procedure. In the case of the purchase domain, the initiator is the person
who demands and gets goods. The start action is demand and a possible end
action is get-$ood. In the case of the business trip domain the initiator is the
person who applies for the business trip and executes it.
Input to the start action of a VIPS plan and output of the end action have no
corresponding parts in an office procedure. Therefore, these places are
inserted into the PROCEDURE entry of the CoPlan-S specification as
comments starting with EXTERNAL PROCEDURE INPUT or EXTERNAL
PROCEDURE OUTPUT. This information is not strictly necessary for the
execution of the procedure by DOMIN"O.
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Processing of forks
First, the plan is checked for fork situations (see figure 4). If the transitions
involved have different actors, the fork represents a conflict situation
(compare section 2) and the plan is not yet transformable into a CoPlan-S
specification. The conflict must be resolved on the VIPS side, using the
planning function Resolve Conflict. If the transitions have the same actor, a
CoPlan-S action of type alternative is generated. The conflicting actions are
integrated into one which models the decision over which course of action
.
is to take place.

PROCEDURE example:
REQUIRES
.
PRODUCES
.
actor-A actionl:
REQUIRES ..•
PRODUCES forml
actor-B or action2 action3
REQUI RES forml
PRODUCES form2
PRODUCES form3
FORM forml:
attributel attribute2 ...
ENDFORM

Figure 4: Fork situation, transformation into an alternative action and
corresponding CoPlan-S specification

Generation of the procedure
The PROCEDURE entry of the CoPlan-S specification is generated. The start
places of the procedure are noted in the REQUIRES attribute and the end
places in the PRODUCES attribute. Similarly, the input/ output places for
every action are specified. The external inputs and outputs of the procedure
are listed as comments.
For every place in the net, the knowledge base is queried whether it denotes
a form. In this case, the fields of the form are inserted as attributes in the
FORM entry corresponding to that place. Otherwise the place is interpreted
as a text document If the knowledge base contains information about this
document it is inserted as an attribute of the corresponding TEXT entry.
Then a ROLE entry is created for every actor in the net.
The result of applying these transformation rules is a CoPlan-S procedure
that may be executed by the DOMINO office procedure system. We should
stress that in a real application, the created office procedure should only be
viewed as a proposal. Before executing it via DOMINO, discussion between
the people involved is absolutely necessary. Here again, VIPS can be helpful
in providing editing facilities to modify the plan graphically.
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4. Example:
The design of a DOMINO procedure for the business trip domain
Figure 5 shows a plan that has been designed using VIPS. We do not explain
this process in this paper, for further details see {ViSo89]. The plan models
the application for a business trip. The details of the trip are planned by the
travel department, here abbreviated by td. The superior (sup) can approve
the trip or not. If the trip has been approved and the details of the trip have
been worked out, the trip can be executed. In the other case, it is not
necessary to involve the travel department and the person named self
receives the message to the effect that his trip has not been approved.
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Figure 5: Plan describing the application for a business trip

We assume that the plan has been tested. Now the CoPlan-S generator is
invoked via the function create CoPlan-S. The steps we have described in
section 3.2 are executed. The result is shown in figure 6. First the initiatoractions apply_for_trip, execute_business_trip_proc and get_message are
removed. Then the plan is searched for forks. The two actions approve_yes
and approve_no have the same role. Together with the place trip they form
a fork situation. This is resolved and an alternative action
or_APPROVE_YES__APPROVE_NO is substituted for the two actions.
Next the knowledge base is checked for information about the documents in
the plan. The result of this step is the FORM entry business_trip_forml
listing its attributes.
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5. Conclusion and future work
We have presented a component of the planning system VIPS, the CoPlan-S
generator, which transforms a plan into a specification that can be executed
by the office procedure system DOMINO. The creation of the plan is viewed
as a cooperative design process, the transformation into a CoPlan-S
specification is done automatically. Graphical representation can be
understood more easily and quickly than code in a specification language. Its
use facilitates the design of a procedure and the discussion among the
departments involved, while the knowledge-based approach ensures
consistency with existing regulations in the organization.
In the future we plan to develop an additional component for VIPS which
allows the acquisition of new knowledge during the design phase and its
consistent integration into the knowledge base. A further aim is to lend a
(yet) more intuitive quality to the Petri net formalism, possibly through the
use of icons and more flexible knowledge base browsing capabilities.
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